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Glen	Gardiner
Tosa East	Head	Girls	XC	&	Track	coach
tosaeastxc@gmail.com

Hart Park Track Wauwatosa, WI

Moving to the 800 ‐ Using Long Sprinters to Find Hidden Gems

Track/Coaching	Resume
High	School:		North	Bend,	OR	(‘89)

College:	Marquette	University‐ XC	and	Track	(‘94)

1996‐1997	Head	Girls	Track	Coach	Milwaukee	Vincent

1998‐2011	Head	Boys	Track	Coach	Milwaukee	Vincent

2012‐2013	Asst.	Girls	Coach	Tosa East	(Distance)

2014‐Present	Head	Girls	Coach	Tosa East

A	long	sprinter	that	
is	used	to	running	
the	400m	is	
already	½	way	
there	
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Alberto	Juantorena
1976	Montreal	Olympics
Gold	Medal	400m	and	800m
1977	IAAF	World	Cup
Gold	Medal	400m	and	800m

Originally	a	400m	runner
“His	coach,	had	initially	tricked	him	in	to	
trying	an	800	race	by	convincing	him	the	
other	runners	needed	a	pacemaker.”	
M.Sanrock

PR’s
400m	44.26	(Low	altitude	WR	at	the	time)
800m	1:43.44	(WR	at	the	time)

The	800m	is	great	&	Why	more	Long	Sprinters	should	try	it
A	race	that	rewards	hard	working	athletes	that	are	not	seeing	results	in	the	sprint	races.

You	don’t	have	to	be	a	distance	runner	to	be	good	at	it. Training	doesn't	require	you	run	a	lot	
of	mileage.

The	800m	is	a	race	that	requires	a	combination	of	speed	and	endurance.

Don’t	have	to	be	super	fast.

 It	opens	up	a	number	of	event	possibilities	and	can	reveal	untapped	potential.

They	can	incorporate	what	they	already	know	about	sprinting	into	the	800m

Athletes	that	can	add	the	800m	to	their	list	of	events	generally	have	a	better	chance	at	
success/PR’s/more	involvement	on	the	team	than	athletes	with	a	narrow	range	of	events	they	
are	comfortable	with.

The	800m	is	a	viable	option	for	Long	Sprinters

 The	800m	really	is	a	sprint.	
 Use	this	information	to	your	
advantage	when	talking	to	athletes.

 Use	A	LOT	of	positive	reinforcement	
when	preparing	an	athlete	for	a	
move	up	to	the	800m.

Many	athletes	are	not	used	to	
getting	out	of	their	event	comfort	
zones,	especially	if	they	are	new.		
Talk	up	all	the	positives	that	come	
with	a	move	up	to	the	800m.
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Mike	Cox	”The	Long	Sprint‐Reclassifying	the	800m”
“The	running	community	generally	regards	the	800m,	along	
with	the	mile,	as	track's	mid‐distance	events.	This	
perspective	influences	both	the	approach	to	training	and	
racing	as	well	as	how	talent	is	funneled	for	long	term	
development.”

“Recent	research	on	metabolic	distribution	and	pacing	
strategies	challenges	this	classification.	The	800m	is	an	
extended	sprint	similar	to	the	400m,	necessitating	a	revision	
of	racing	and	training	recommendations…

The	Long	Sprint	Continued…
…newer	findings	also	illustrate	that	the	current	classification	
system	of	race	events	as	sprint	(100m	to	400m),	mid‐distance	
(800m	to	1600m/3k),	and	distance	(3k/5k	to	Marathon)	is	
outdated.	Ultimately,	when	expressed	in	relative	terms,	the	
evidence	of	studies,	utilizing	AOD	(accumulated	oxygen	
deficit)	in	actual	race	scenarios,	show	that	the	800m	race	is	
not	truly	a	middle‐distance	event;	rather	it	is	an	extended	
sprint…research	of	aerobic	energy	release	in	the	400m	shows	
it	is	much	more	closely	related	to	the	800m	than	previously	
accepted	within	the	coaching	community”

Requirements	for	400/800	are	quite	similar
Rob	Duffield , Brian	Dawson & Carmel	Goodman	in	their	article	“Energy	system	
contribution	to	400‐metre	and	800‐metre	track	running”

“The	aerobic/anaerobic	energy	system	contribution	(AOD	method)	to	the	400‐m	
event	was	calculated	as	41/59%	(male)	and	45/55%	(female).	For	the	800‐m	event,	
an	increased	aerobic	involvement	was	noted	with	a	60/40%	(male)	and	70/30%	
(female)	respective	contribution.”
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Speed	/	Distance	800m	Comparison
Jearl Miles	Clark	800‐meters	PR	1:56.40.	Clark	was	a	400/800	
specialist.		She’s	followed	closely	in	the	record	books	by	Mary	Slaney,	
an	800/1500	specialist,	PR	1:56.90.

Phoebe	Wright	–low	mileage	800m	runner‐ 1:58.22	800m	PR	“There	
are	two	ways	to	think	about	the	800:	both	are	crazy.	You	can	
brainwash	yourself	into	thinking	you’re	not	hurting,	or	you	can	not	be	
delusional.	You	can	acknowledge	you’re	hurting	but	tell	yourself	you	
like	it.”

Long	Sprinters	can	have	a	lot	of	success	in	the	800m

Coach	Ken	Jakalski /	Lisle	HS,	Illinois
Coaching	the	Twixter	(8	0	0	m)

Recalling	a	rival	coach:	“There	was	one	exception.	He	took	sprinters	not	fast	enough	for	
his	4×100	and	put	them	in	the	4×800	and	800.	I	was	surprised	with	the	effectiveness	of	
his	4×800	teams	with	sprinters	running	that	event.”

A	former	athlete	of	coach	Jakalski’s:	“This	athlete	had	amazing	versatility	and	talent.	He	
had	been	a	Hershey	National	Youth	Champion	in	the	200.	As	a	freshman,	he	finished	18th	
at	the	state	cross	country	championships,	clocking	15:37	for	three	miles.	That	spring	he	
anchored	our	state	championship	4×400	after	winning	the	400	in	49.15.	As	a	sophomore,	
he	finished	eighth	in	the	state	cross	country	championships	in	15:26.”

 Athlete	as	a	sophomore	won	state	in	400m	and	800m,	won	state	4	years	in	a	row	in	the	400m.

 Times	at	state	sophomore	year: 800m	PR	1:56.79 400m	PR	48.38

Get	all	the	coaches	on	board
• Getting	long	sprinters	to	try	the	800m	will	only	
work	if	you	have	every	coach	on	board	as	to	why	
they	should	try	it	in	the	first	place.

• It	helps	the	team!
• If	more	athletes	have	a	niche	where	they	can	
succeed	and	help	the	team	it	helps	with	team	
morale	and	chemistry

• More	avenues	for	scoring	points.
• By	bringing	long	sprinters	up	to	800m,	the									
4	x	8	and	800m	don’t	have	to	be	only	distance	
runner	events	which	allows	for	more	flexibility	
with	distance	runners	too.
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Ready	to	Move	up	?

400m	is	a	gateway	event

The	400m	is	a	means	to	an	end
All	sprinters	on	my	team	will	run	a	4x4	early	in	the	year,	this	
will	give	you	a	lot	of	information	about	their	potential	as	a	
sprinter	that	might	be	a	candidate	to	move	up.

It’s	a	relay,	a	lot	easier	to	get	a	group	to	run	together	
than	one	individual	placed	in	the	400m

It’s	at	the	end	of	the	meet	(can	be	sold	as	a	“workout”)

Make	it	an	expectation	that	everyone	will	compete	in	
it	.		Even	the	short	sprinters.
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How	to	Identify	800m	runners

Types	of	800m	Runners
 Sprinters‐Sometimes	a	tough	sell,	but	can	

work	if	approached	in	the	right	way
Maybes?‐ New	athlete,	older	athlete	looking	
for	a	place	to	fit	in,	are	open	to	trying	new	
things,	including	the	800m.	

 Distance‐ Already	in	the	“fold”‐Preaching	to	
the	Choir.

The	“Sprinter”
In	my	experience	many	new	track	athletes	will	describe	
themselves	as	a	“sprinter”,	even	if	they	don't	know	what	that	
actually	means.

Sprinter	=	Less	running	(that’s	why	many	want	to	do	it)

True,	but	not	really	any	“easier”	if	done	right

This	is	a	big	shock	to	some	new	runners.

If	approached	about	running	the	800m,	may	say	

“it’s	too	hard”	or	“they	will	not	be	good	at	it”

The	“Sprinter”Cont.
You	may	need	to	wait	until	they	get	a	few	meets	under	their	
belt	before	you	can	have	an	informed	discussion	with	them	
about	where	their	strengths	may	lie.

Once	you	are	a	few	meets	into	the	season	look	for	
characteristics	that	would	pair	well	with	the	requirements	
of	the	800m.

New	athletes	coming	from	a	sprint	mentality	might	take	
some	convincing	to	get	out	of	their	comfort	zone	and	try	the	
800m.
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800m	/	Long	Sprinter	candidate	characteristics
FAST	&	ATHLETIC	

4x4	fast,	but	perhaps	not	4x1	fast?

You	will	need	to	determine		what	constitutes	as	“fast”	for	your	team.

Team	Ranks

 Is	up	for	a	challenge.		Look	for	hard	workers	in	the	sprint	group.

Excel	in	tempo/special	endurance	workouts	with	sprinters;	especially	at	the	end	of	longer	reps	or	
sessions	

But,	may	not	enjoy:	

Longer	reps	over	400m

Warm	ups	/	Cool	Downs	longer	than	2	laps	

Will	need	to	learn	pacing.		It	takes	time	for	a	new	800m	runner	to	understanding	how	to	properly	run	it.

Use	pacing	in	practice	and	meet	splits	to	help	athletes	understand	how	it	works	to	their	advantage.

Team	Rank	in	Sprinting	Events

Look	at	your	athletes	team	rank	in	the	55m,	
100m,	200m,	and	400m	(relay	splits	included)
Identify	athletes	that	are	ranked	higher	for	the	
400m,	than	the	shorter	sprints.
Usually	a	easier	to	convince	an	athlete	with	
experience	running	the	400m.

Time	to	fly.
That’s	why	there	are	wings	on	the	shoes	
When	you	have	decided	on	athletes	you	would	
like	to	have	try	the	800m,		use	the	4	x	800m	as	
a	way	to	do	it.

Have	some	older	sprinters	run	a	4	x	800m	at	
an	early	meet	as	a	way	to	show	younger	ones	it	
isn’t	so	bad.
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The	Maybe’s

Start	discussions	with	this	group	early	in	the	
season	for	new	athletes.

Returning	athletes	can	be	talked	to	prior	to	the	
start	of	the	season.
If	interested,	have	them	add	20‐30	min	runs	
3x	a	week	in	addition	to	their	other	off	season	
training	to	help	them	prepare	for	800m.

Be	Track	Talk	Multilingual	
According	to	Ron	Grigg of	Jacksonville	University,		Be	able	to	
speak	to	athletes	in	a	number	of	ways.

Speak	like	a	“sprint	coach”

Speak	like	a	“distance	coach”

Speak	in	ways	which	incorporate	aspects	of	both	the	sprint	
and	distance	coach	approaches.

Track	Talk	#2
When	talking	to	a	sprinter	or	“maybe”	athlete	you	are	considering	
for	movement	up	to	the	800m,	be	able	to	discuss	similarities	to	
what	they	are	already	doing.
This	would	include	how	“sprint‐like”	workouts	are	incorporated	
into	400/800m	training.

Emphasize	you	are	NOT	making	them	a	distance	runner.
Although	they	may	end	up	liking	the	longer	race	later,	don’t	
make	it	seem	like	this	has	to	be	a	permanent	thing.
400/800m	training	does	not	=	distance	runner
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 Once	hooked,	constantly	reinforce	
the	new	800m	runners	by	
acknowledging	PR’s,	how	they	are	
helping	the	team,	etc…

 Many	new	800m	runners	will	find	
they	have	talent	in	an	event	they	
would	have	never	considered	until	
given	the	opportunity	(and	a	slight	
nudge).

So	you	got	them	on	the	line…

Know	when	to	fold	‘em or… you	can	lead	a	runner	to	the	
starting	line,	but	you	can’t	make	them	do	the	800m
If	you	have	spent	a	few	weeks	trying	to	get	an	athlete	to	try	the	400m	
 800m	and	it	does	not	seem	as	if	they	are	ready	for	it,	then	let	them	
stay	where	they	feel	comfortable.

You	don’t	want	athletes	to	feel	overly	pressured	to	move	up.		Word	of	
that	will	get	passed	along	and	you	might	get	less	buy	in	later	in	the	
season	or	during	the	next	track	season.

There	is	always	next	year.		Some	athletes	need	a	full	season	to	get	that	
experience	of	knowing	where	they	are	on	the	team	and	being	open	to	
trying	new	things.

400/800m	Workouts
 Show	similarities	to	sprinter	workouts.		Add	your	own	warm‐up/cool	down	routine.

 4	x	300m	with	4	min	rest

 6	x	300	w/2	min	rest	@	800m	

 2	sets	(5	x	200)	w/90	sec	&	5min	rest	in‐between	sets	@	800	pace	and	faster	(cut	down),	“last	one	
fast	one”

 500	w/4	min	rest	,	400	w/3	min	rest	,300	w/2	min	rest	200	w/1	min	rest,	100	@	800	pace

 I	use	McMillan	Running	Website	for	many	of	my	pace	calculations,	but	there	are	other	pace	
calculators	out	there	(Daniels,	etc…).		You	can	put	in	a	400m	time	and	get	an	800m	pace	for	
workouts.		
 It	also	has	a	predictor	which	would	allow	you	to	show	a	runner	if	he/she	runs	a	______	400m	time,	what	
his/her	time	might	be	for	an	800m.

 McMillan	Running
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“Blender	Workout”	– Ron	Grigg
5	x	30m	from	standing	start	w/	90	sec	rest	– simulates	start	
position	&	start
– Works	acceleration,	top	speed.

5	x	150	w/	90	sec	rest.	1st	100@	800p,	last	50	faster	

Engrains	800	race	pace	– Works	“changing	gears”	

8	min	rest;	then	1	x	300	MAX	EFFORT
Mentally	simulates	finish
Trains	special	endurance
Improvements	here	show	overall	“fitness”	gains	

There	is	much	more	information	about	this	topic	then	I	
could	possibly	share	today,	check	out	these	resources.

• Sarah	Barker

• Why	The	800	Comes	Down	To	Hunters	And	The	Hunted

• Mike	Cox

• “The	Long	Sprint‐Reclassifying	the	800m”

• Rob	Duffield , Brian	Dawson & Carmel	Goodman

• “Energy	system	contribution	to	400‐metre	and	800‐metre	track	running”

• Steve	Gardiner	

• “The	800m”

• Ron	Grigg

• “Keys	to	developing	the	combo	400/800m	runner”

• Ken	Jakalski

• Coaching	the	Twixter:	How	the	800	Became	a	Sprint	Event

Happy	Hunting


